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ABSTRACT
Translating digital signal processing (DSP) software into
its finite-precision hardware implementation is often a timeconsuming task. We describe a new static analysis technique that can accurately analyze finite-precision effects arising from fixed-point implementations of DSP algorithms.
The technique is based on recent interval representation methods from affine arithmetic, and the use of new probabilistic
bounds. The resulting numerical error estimates are comparable to detailed statistical simulation, but achieve speedups
of four to five orders of magnitude by avoiding actual bittrue simulation. We show error analysis results on both feed
forward and feedback DSP kernels.
1. INTRODUCTION
Finite-precision arithmetic is the bane of DSP hardware.
DSP designs are routinely prototyped in high-precision floating point for ease and flexibility. But they are always reimplemented in some hardware-efficient finite-precision format for better silicon area, power, and speed tradeoff. For
applications that require large dynamic range, custom floating point formats (e.g., smaller mantissas or exponents, simplified rounding modes) are one option. These so-called
“lightweight float” formats [7] can mitigate some of the pain
of translating from full to limited precision.
However, more commonly, fixed-point formats are employed in custom implementation of DSP algorithms, in which each operand is modeled with both an integer and a fixedlength fraction. Fixed-point formats have three important
advantages. First, they behave mostly like integers, except
for the need to round the fractional parts after each operation. Second, it is easy to transform one fixed-point format into another of different bit-width via shifting and zeropadding. Third, as a result of this ease of format translation,
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it is possible to assign each operand in a complex DSP task a
unique, minimal bit-width, and thus minimize overall area,
power, and delay.
Of course, the problem is how to do this efficiently.
Translation from floating point to small, finite-precision formats is still often done by hand. The issue is how to analyze the finite-precision redesign, and guarantee both the
necessary dynamic range for each operand (to avoid overflows) and the right fraction precision (to bound accumulated round-off errors). Attacks on this analysis problem to
date have focused on three techniques: Monte Carlo-style
statistical simulation [4,5,8,11], transfer-function-based error analysis [13,14], and interval analysis [1,17]. The simulation techniques work well, but can be very inefficient if we
need to rerun many input vectors for each small proposed
format change. Further, full coverage of input vectors is not
guaranteed. Error analysis based on system transfer functions is mathematically attractive, but in practice, limited
to applications which can be abstracted as a linear transfer
function. Interval methods would seem more efficient and
general, given that they strive to replace discrete operand
values with a representation of a range of values, and propagate interval ranges instead of numbers through the computation. The problem is the pessimism in the computed result: for nontrivial applications, the intervals explode in size
as they propagate, because the correlations among operands
are no longer carried in the intervals, and conservative assumptions are made for each interval operations. Such overestimated intervals may provide little insight about precision.
Recently, an entirely new mode of analysis for finiteprecision effects was introduced in [2]. Replacing simple
interval models with recently developed affine arithmetic
models [6], it was shown that tight bounds on the errors
could be quickly estimated for custom-precision floating point. The style of the analysis is that of symbolic interval
methods; but the error bounds rival expensive statistical simulation. Unfortunately, the formulation of [2] is inapplicable to the much more common case of fixed-point arith-

metic, which have very different error propagation models
for each common arithmetic computation.
In this paper, we extend the “static analysis” models
of [2] to the more practical case of fixed-point arithmetic.
The use of term “static analysis” is borrowed from the similar usage in static timing analysis for logic netlists. We seek
an analysis strategy in which a single pass of “simulating”
the computational network produces all the information we
need for error analysis. For static timing analysis, instead of
logic values, one propagates best and worst case timing information through the logic network. For fixed-point finiteprecision error analysis, instead of discrete values, we propagate affine interval models of each operand, and in particular, use the algebra of affine intervals to deal with many of
the correlations among operands that have thwarted all earlier attempts at accurate interval analysis. Like static timing,
static error analysis lets us “run” the computation just once,
but produces all the information necessary for accurate analysis of the numerical impacts of each finite-precision format
choice.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives necessary background on interval methods in
general and affine models in particular. Section 3 introduces
a new affine error model suitable for fixed-point data formats, and analyzes how errors propagate differently in each
of the common DSP arithmetic computations. This section
gives both a deterministic model, and an essential probabilistic estimator based on confidence intervals that dramatically reduces the pessimism of the estimations in practical
applications. Section 4 offers a range of experimental results showing the utility of the approach. We routinely rival
the accuracy of statistical methods, but with four to five orders of magnitude less CPU time. We also apply the static
error analysis technique to a typical DSP feedback system in
which outputs circulate back to inputs. As with static timing
analysis, such closed-loop systems require careful analysis.
We describe how to handle this difficult case. Finally, Section 5 offers concluding remarks.
2. BACKGROUND
The modeling tool in this paper is affine arithmetic, which
is an efficient and recent variant of range arithmetic. In this
section, we begin with introducing its predecessor, interval
arithmetic, and then emphasize the advantage of affine arithmetic.
2.1. Interval Arithmetic
Interval arithmetic (IA), also known as interval analysis,
was invented in the 1960s by Moore [16] to solve range
problems. The uncertainty in a variable x is represented
by the interval x = [x.lo, x.hi], meaning that the true value

of x is known to satisfy x.lo 6 x 6 x.hi. For each operation f : R ← Rm , there is a corresponding range extension
m
f : R ← R . Taking addition as an example, the corresponding IA operation is obtained as
z = x + y = [x.lo + y.lo,

x.hi + y.hi]

(1)

Similar formulas can be derived for multiplication, division,
square root, and other common mathematical functions [6].
A floating-point error model based on IA was introduced in
[10]. The main problem of IA is overestimation, especially
for correlated variables. To illustrate this problem, suppose
that in (1) x = [−1, 1], y = [−1, 1], and that x and y have
the relation y = −x. Using (1), we get z = [−2, 2], yet
in reality z = x + y = 0. The effect of overestimation
accumulates along the computation chain, and may result in
an exponential range explosion. This problem is alleviated
by affine arithmetic.
2.2. Affine Arithmetic
Affine arithmetic (AA), or affine analysis, is a recent refinement in range arithmetic [6]. It has been used in areas
such as computer graphics [6], analog circuit sizing [12],
and floating point error modeling [2]. In contrast to IA, AA
preserves correlations among intervals. In affine arithmetic,
the uncertainty of a variable x is represented as a range in
an affine form x
b, given by
x
b = x 0 + x 1 ε1 + x 2 ε2 + · · · + x n εn ,

−1 6 εi 6 1. (2)

Each uncertainty symbol εi stands for an independent component of the total uncertainty of the variable x; the corresponding coefficient xi gives the magnitude of that component. For the affine functions x
b ± yb, x
b ± c, and cb
x, the resulting affine forms are easily obtained using (2). For other
operations (e.g., multiplication), the result, as a function
f (ε1 , . . . , εn ), is no longer affine. Thus, to obtain the affine
form for the result, first a linear function f ∗ (ε1 , . . . , εn ) is
selected as an approximation of f (ε1 , . . . , εn ), and a new
uncertainty term indicating the approximation error is estimated and added to the final affine form [6].
The key feature of AA is that one symbol εi may contribute to the uncertainties of two or more variables, indicating correlations among them. When these variables
are combined, uncertainty terms may cancel out, known as
range cancellation. This advantage is especially noticeable
in computations that are highly correlated or of great computational depth. Returning to our previous simple example, suppose that x and y have affine forms x
b = 0 + 1ε and
yb = −b
x = 0 − 1ε. In this case, the affine form of the sum
zb = x
b + yb = 0 perfectly coincides with the actual range of
the variable z.
Range arithmetic provides a tool for problems in which
precise information is unavailable and an estimation of range

offers a good approximation of the solution. In the next section, we apply affine arithmetic to fixed-point error analysis.
3. FIXED-POINT ERROR MODELING VIA AFFINE
ARITHMETIC
When designers transform a high level algorithmic description to its fixed-point implementation, two distinct problems may arise: overflows, which appear if the integer bitwidth is too small, and precision loss, commonly known as
quantization error or round-off error, due to the finite fraction bit-width. Those problems require us to quantify the
range growth, as well as the quantization errors. This paper focuses on the quantization error and the determination
of the fraction bit-widths, although the modeling itself also
catches the range growth, as a byproduct of the formulation.
In this section, we start with the AA-based models for
fixed-point numbers and elementary computations, then we
develop a probabilistic bounding method to estimate the error bound.
3.1. Affine Forms for Fixed-Point Numbers
To build the affine model for fixed-point arithmetic, we first
write the fixed-point representation of a real number as an
affine interval. Suppose a real number x is represented by
the (i, f ) fixed-point format, where i is the bit-width for the
integral part, and f is the bit-width for the fractional part.
The quantization error is bounded by 2−(f +1) in case of
real rounding, or 2−f in case of truncation. Throughout the
paper, we assume real rounding is employed. Therefore the
fixed-point representation xf can be written as:
xf = x + 2−(fx +1) ε,

with ε ∈ [−1, 1]

(3)

Note that (3) is an affine interval, whose uncertainty, expressed by the random variable ε, is caused by rounding.
There are typically two types of fixed-point numbers in a
program: constants and variables. (3) can be more precisely
specified for each case. For a constant, (3) is reduced to the
following:
cf = c + e,
Ec = e,

|e| 6 2−(fc +1)

(4)

The quantization error Ec is known, given the fraction bitwidth. For a variable that lies in a certain range [v0 −v1 , v0 +
v1 ], its fixed-point representation has one more uncertainty
term v1 ε, shown as:
vf = v0 + v1 ε + 2−(fv +1) εe
Ev = 2−(fv +1) εe ,

ε, εe ∈ [−1, 1]

(5)

Both the error term Ev and the fixed-point representation vf are in affine forms. Two independent random variables, ε and εe , indicate the uncertainties from the input

range and quantization error, respectively. Later, we show
that our analysis is not affected by their actual distributions.
It is these random variables that capture the sources of the
uncertainties and keep track of the correlations among a
large number of of fixed-point variables.
3.2. Fixed-Point Computation and
Error Propagation with AA
In order to symbolically simulate a fixed-point program with
AA, we must replace each elementary operation on fixedpoint numbers with the corresponding operation on affine
forms, returning an affine form. Further, there is a fixedpoint error associated with the output of each computation,
coming from the input error and the quantization during the
computation. We need to model the error propagation in
AA as well. For affine functions, namely x ± y, cx, and
x ± c, we show that the resulting affine form can be deduced from the input affine forms. For non-affine functions,
xy and x/y, we also obtain the results as affine forms with
certain approximations.
For a binary operation z ← f (x, y) or z ← f (x, c),
where x and y are variables, and c is a constant, the challenge is to turn z into an affine form. First, we generalize
the operands in the following affine forms, based on (4) and
(5):
n
m
X
X
xf = x 0 +
xi εi + Ex , Ex = xe0 +
xei εei
yf = y 0 +

i=1

i=1

n
X

m
X

yi εi + E y ,

i=1

cf = c + E c ,

Ey = ye0 +

yei εei

i=1

Ec = e

where xe0 , ye0 and e are errors resulted from quantization
on constants.
All the εi ’s and the εei ’s are independently distributed
in [-1, 1], the former capturing the range uncertainty due
to the insufficient knowledge of the exact value of the variables, and the latter capturing the error uncertainty caused
by fixed-point quantization. Then, we develop the affine
computation and error propagation models for the following types of operations.
3.2.1. Affine operations
For affine operations, the result is the combination of two
input affine forms and a quantization error term. The existence of this term depends on the fraction bit-width. Taking addition as an example, quantization error is only introduced when the result has smaller fraction bit-width than
either of the operands. This newly introduced error, denoted
by φ, is bounded by 2−(f +1) . Here we give details on addition, addition with a constant, and multiplication with a
constant.

zation error φ is introduced after the multiplication.

Addition:

xf ± yf = (x0 ± y0 ) +

n
X
i=1

xf yf = (x0 +

(xi ± yi )εi

n
X

xi εi + Ex )(y0 +

i=1
n
X

= x0 y0 +

+ Ex ± Ey + φ

Ez = E x ± E y + φ
n −(fz +1)
2
εz , fz < max(fx , fy )
where φ =
0,
otherwise
(6)

(y0 xi + x0 yi )εi + Q1 + Q2 + φ

i=1

n

2−(fz +1) εz , fz < fx + fy
0,
otherwise
n
n
X
X
Q1 =
xi ε i
yi εi

where φ =

Q2 = (

i=1

xi εi )Ey + (

i=1

xf ± c f = x 0 ± c +

n
X
i=1

xi ε i + E x ± e + φ

Multiplication with a constant:

cf xf = (c + Ec )(x0 +

n
X
i=1

i=1
−(fz +1)
2
εz ,

0,

yi εi )Ex

i=1

Ex Ey is neglected because it is the product of two small
terms.
The challenge is that the product xf yf is not an affine
form any more, due to the quadratic terms Q1 and Q2 . Moreover, each quadratic component is not independent of the
others, which makes it impossible to replace the random
variable εi εj or εi εej with a new random variable εk .
This issue is discussed in [6], and by using the same
range estimation, we can approximate Q1 and Q2 to linear
terms.
f1 = B(
Q

xi ε i ) + E x · c + φ

(Ex Ec is neglected)
n
X
Ez = Ex · c + Ec (x0 +
xi ε i ) + φ
n

n
X

(Ex Ey is neglected)

Ez = E x ± e + φ
n −(fz +1)
2
εz , fz < max(fx , fc )
where φ =
0,
otherwise
(7)

where φ =

yi εi + E y ) + φ

i=1

i=1
n
X

Addition with a constant:

n
X

(8)

fz < f x + f c
otherwise

f2 = B(
Q

n
X

i=1
n
X

xi εi )B(

n
X

xi εi )Ey + B(

i=1

The final error Ez includes the errors propagated from
the operands and the new quantization error φ. Note that
since Ex , Ey , and Ec are all affine forms, this final error
term Ez is also an affine form.

yi εi )Ex

where εk is a new random variable in [−1, 1], and the
bounding operator B is defined by
B(

n
X

n
X

xi ε i ) =

i=1

|xi |,

(9)

which computes a hard upper bound of its argument. This
is a conservative approximation, in the sense that the new
interval always includes the original true interval.
By range estimation, we turn the product and its fixedpoint error into affine forms, shown by (10).
xf y f ≈ x 0 y 0 +
+

B(

3.2.2. Multiplication
Ez ≈ B(
Let us now consider multiplication of two fixed-point variables xf and yf . Similar to affine operations, a new quanti-

n
X
i=1

i=1

Ex Ec is neglected because it is the product of two small
terms.

yi εi )εk

i=1

n
X

(y0 xi + x0 yi )εi + r εk

i=1

n
X

xi )Ey + B(

i=1
n
X

xi )Ey + B(

i=1

where r equals B(

Pn

i=1

n
X

yi )Ex + φ

i=1
n
X

yi )Ex + φ

i=1

xi εi )B(

Pn

i=1

yi εi ).

(10)

c=0.51

3.2.3. Division
To derive the model for division z ← xy , we assume the
Pn
range of y doesP
not include zero. We set x̂ = x0 + i=1 xi εi
and ŷ = y0 + ni=1 yi εi .
xf
x̂ + Ex
=
+φ
yf
ŷ + Ey
x̂ + Ex
Ey −1
=(
)(1 +
) +φ
ŷ
ŷ
x̂ + Ex
Ey
≈(
)(1 −
)+φ
ŷ
ŷ
x̂
x̂
1
= − 2 Ey + Ex + φ
ŷ
ŷ
ŷ

(11)

where the Ai ’s are affine forms.

With the affine computation model and the error propagation model developed above, we are able to simulate the
fixed-point program once, “symbolically”, with not only the
full coverage of all cases, but also the consideration of all
correlations on the data path. Such symbolic simulation requires the input ranges as well as the fixed-point fraction
bit-widths for all the computations, and returns the output
error expressed as an affine form:
n
X

ei εi

i=1

The estimated upper bound of the error is

i=1

(x2 f , 2)

Fraction
Bit-width

(t2 f , 3)

Eo
B1 (Eo )
B0.999999 (Eo )

= 10ε1 + 2−4 εe1
= 5ε2 + 2−3 εe2
= 0.5
= 5ε1 + 2−5 εe1 + 2−4 εe3
= −10ε1 + 5ε2 − 2−4 εe1 + 2−3 εe2
= −5ε1 + 5ε2 − 2−5 εe1 +2−3 εe2 +
2−4 εe3
= −2−5 εe1 + 2−3 εe2 + 2−4 εe3
= 0.2188
= 0.2038

Figure 1: A simple example of error analysis
a standard normally distributed random variable. Then, by
the central limit theorem [15], as n increases,
En
→ N (0, 1).
√ p
n variance(En )

3.3. Error Bound Estimation

n
X

(x1 f , 3)

-

x1f
x2f
cf
t1f = cf x1f
t2f = x2f − x1f
of = t1f + t2f

Ez = −B(A2 )Ey + B(A3 )Ex + φ

Ē(out) = B(e0 +

x2 [-5, 5]

(of , 3)

According to [6], x̂ŷ , ŷx̂2 , ŷ1 can all be turned into affine forms
using Chebyshev approximation, denoted by A1 , A2 , and
A3 in (11). By further applying the same bounding operator as in the multiplication model, the result of fixed-point
division and its error also become affine forms:

E(out) = e0 +

(cf , 1)

(t1 f , 3)

where φ = 2−(fz +1) εz

xf
= A1 − B(A2 )Ey + B(A3 )Ex + φ
yf

x1 [-10, 10]

ei εi ) =

n
X
i=0

|ei |

(12)

The bounding operator B is the same as defined in (9).
Unfortunately, a disadvantage of using this bounding
operator is that the estimation may be too pessimistic. When
n gets very large, it becomes extremely unlikely that all the
εi ’s simultaneously take the extreme values and cause the
true interval to reach this
Pnupper bound. To formalize this
behavior, we set En = i=1 ei εi and denote with N (0, 1)

We use this interpretation to develop a refinement of the
AA-based error analysis, which is based on probabilistic
bounds. To achieve this, we modify the bounding operator
B such that it returns a confidence interval that bounds the
true interval with a specified high probability λ. We denote
this new operator Bλ and define it by
prob(En 6 Bλ (En )) > λ.

(13)

This new probabilistic bounding operator Bλ also replaces
the hard bounding operator in the multiplication and division models in (10) and (11).
To calculate Bλ (En ) for a given λ, we use the inverse
CDF (Cumulative Density Function) of En for n = 1, 2, 3,
and Gaussian approximation for N > 3. Since the central limit theorem applies to any distribution, our probabilistic bound analysis is independent of the input range distributions and the quantization error distribution when N is
larger than 3, which is usually the case for real applications.
In our experiments, λ = 0.999999 is chosen. The original
hard upper bound corresponds to λ = 1. In the next section,
we show the difference between these two bounds, and the
dramatic impact of the probabilistic relaxation.
Finally, we illustrate the AA-based fixed-point error analysis by a simple program shown in Figure 1. The fraction

bit-widths are labeled beside the variables in the data-flow
graph. According to (4) to (8), (12) and (13), the fixed-point
affine forms for all the variables and the error bound for the
final output are derived. In Figure 1, εi represents the input range uncertainty, and εei denotes the quantization error
uncertainty. Note that there is range cancellation in the last
addition, which exhibits the advantage of affine arithmetic
modeling.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1. Methodology
Recall our original goal: estimate quickly the numerical errors that accrue given a candidate fixed-point format. The
actual “error” we seek is the maximum difference between
the fixed-point value computed in this format, and the “ideal”
real value, which we take to be the IEEE double-precision
version of the computation. With bit-true simulation over a
suitably large set of inputs, we can calculate this error. In all
the experiments in this section, we compare our estimated
error bound against this simulated maximum error.
Our experiment relies on two C++ libraries. The SystemC fixed-point library [18] is used to assist bit-true simulation, which provides a comparison baseline for our static
analysis. The maximal error is obtained by comparing the
output of the fixed-point and double-precision versions of
the code simulated with 106 random independent inputs.
We assume 16 bits for the fractional part in all the experiments. Since the focus of this paper is the quantization error,
48 bits for the integral part is chosen to assure no overflow
occurs. The other library is an AA-based fixed-point computation library, developed based on the models presented
in this paper. It overloads the C++ arithmetic operators and
computes the affine form for each variable in the code, and
the relevant bound. This strategy allows us to analyze the
program with minimal modification to the source code.
4.2. Comparing AA to IA
To verify the advantage of range cancellation enabled by
the novel affine modeling, we compare the AA-based error bound according to (4)–(13) with the conventional IAbased error bound [17, 19] in a DSP application— the 8input IDCT (Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform), which is
widely used in image and video processing. The inputs are
assumed to lie in the range [-64, 64]. As shown in Table
1, the AA-based error bound (λ = 1) is much tighter compared to the IA-based error bound. IA overestimates because it fails to consider the correlations among variables.
We highlight an example of such correlations in the IDCT
diagram in Figure 2.
Since correlations on the data path are very common in
DSP applications, our AA-based error model significantly

AA error bound
0.00122

IA error bound
0.00337

Simulated max error
0.00109

Table 1: Error analysis results on IDCT
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Figure 2: Data-flow of the IDCT algorithm
improves accuracy compared to the IA-based model, while
incurring virtually the same computational cost.
4.3. Results on Feed Forward Systems
We test the applicability and accuracy of the proposed error
model and the probabilistic bounding method on a variety of
common signal processing kernels, including WHT (WalshHadamard Transform), FIR (Finite Impulse Response) filter, and IDCT, all of which are feed forward systems, meaning that there is no feedback loop on data path. We assume the input range is [-64, 64] for all the kernels. Figure 3 shows the comparison among the simulated maximum error, the hard error bound (λ = 1) and the probabilistic error bound with λ = 0.999999. They are normalized with respect to the simulated maximum error (SME).
The x-axis is ordered by computational complexity. First,
the hard error bound always provides an upper bound for
the maximum error. However, as computational complexity
increases, this bound becomes looser (see WHT64). This
verifies the asymptotic behavior expressed by the central
limit theory. Our probabilistic bounding method offers a
tight–yet reasonably accurate (with 99.9999% confidence)–
bound to the maximum error, regardless of computational
complexity.
Indeed, the simulated maximum error is not the true
maximum error. There is also a confidence value associated
with it, because the maximum error seen in 106 simulations
only guarantees that
prob(error > simulated maximum error) 6

1
,
106

if we assume uniform error distribution. Therefore the corresponding confidence of the simulated maximum error is
0.999999, which is the same as the confidence of our estimated bound.

Convergence of Error Estimation
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Figure 3: Accuracy of the error bounds

WHT4
WHT64
FIR4
FIR25
IDCT8

CPU time for
probabilistic bound
0.001
0.05
0.001
0.01
0.01

3

5

7

9

11

13

15

Iterations

WHT64

CPU time for
max error
28.7
1147
50
355.8
155.2

Table 2: Comparison of CPU time (sec)
What makes our static error analysis attractive is not
only the accuracy, but also the computational efficiency. In
contrast to bit-true simulation, which requires millions of
complete program executions, our method can predict error
statically via a simple program execution with overloaded
operators. Table 2 shows the CPU times on a 1.6GHz Pentium4 machine needed to compute the estimated bound and
the simulated maximum error, the latter estimated from 106
input vectors. Note that the CPU time required to compute
the probabilistic bound is independent of λ. For these DSP
kernels, our static analysis achieves four to five orders of
magnitude speedup compared to simulation.
4.4. Results on a Feedback System
In feed forward systems, the output only depends on a finite
number of inputs and operations, while in feedback systems,
all the inputs and operations in the past have influence on the
current output. This raises an important question. Since our
AA-based error model preserves all the uncertainty terms
that are related to the current output, will the estimated output error keep growing endlessly, as more iterations are analyzed?
To investigate this, we consider a basic DSP feedback
system— IIR (Infinite Impulse Response) filter, specified
by
1
1
yn = xn + c1 yn−1 − c2 yn−2 , where c1 = √ , c2 =
2
2
(14)

Figure 4: Convergence of Error Estimation in the IIR filter
The values of c1 and c2 are chosen to ensure that the IIR
filter is a stable system. xn is distributed in [-64, 64], and
16 bit fractional part is assumed for all the computations.
As more iterations are analyzed, the output error bound gets
larger and larger. Interestingly, after a certain number of
iterations, the error bound converges, although more uncertainty terms are constantly added to the error affine form.
This behavior is shown in Figure 4. The maximum simulated error is tightly bounded by the 99.9999% probabilistic
error bound after convergence.
The reason for the convergence is that for a stable feedback system, the error itself is also stable. By applying the
AA-based error model to (14), we get
En = Φ + c1 En−1 − c2 En−2

(15)

meaning the error En depends on the errors propagated from
the previous two time steps and the errors introduced in the
current step. Φ includes all the quantization errors in the
multiplications and the additions, and the error from xn .
Note that (15) has exactly the same system parameters as
those in (14). Thus, E is also stable, and so the range of
E does not grow to infinity. Therefore, error analysis only
needs to be conducted until it converges.
4.5. Context and Analysis
The techniques presented here, and for custom floating-point
arithmetic in [2], together constitute the first highly efficient, accurate set of static analysis methods for finite-precision effects in practical DSP system design. It is worthwhile
to place these efforts in context. Figure 5 shows a simple
taxonomy of ongoing work in this area. One axis of classification is simply the floating-point versus fixed-point implementation target. We focus on fixed-point in this paper.
The second axis separates techniques into those based on
statistical simulation and sampling to measure errors, and
techniques based on more symbolic, static analysis style.
Our work obviously falls in the second category. Finally,
the third axis captures the purpose for which the analysis is
requested: synthesis of optimal bit-widths, or verification
that an existing set of format choices has acceptable numerical precision. We have focused on the verification task

Our focus
in this paper
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modeling of non-affine functions, such as sin, cos, exp, etc.
and extending static error analysis to even more complex
designs.

Data type:
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in this paper, but note that the development of techniques
that are four to five orders of magnitude faster than statistical simulation bodes well for the likelihood that they might
be incorporated in simulation-based DSP optimization and
synthesis tasks, e.g., the systems presented in [3, 8, 9, 11].
Finally, we note some limitations of the current technique that are the focus of ongoing work. First, in the development of the AA-based error model, we assumed all the
uncertainty symbols εi ’s are independent. This is not always
true for the inputs. Strong correlations among inputs may
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back into specific errors that we can track.
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